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Dear Stacey
As I understand it, the Commission now possesses all of the information it needs to calculate the
proposed offset for the 10-mile portion of the project within Pinelands Forest Area. I recall from our
discussions last year that Commission uses a formula based upon the value of Pinelands Development
Credits (PDCs), which is then applied to the acres of disturbance within the Forest and/or Preservation
Area. This reportedly was the approach used to calculate the offset in the Atlantic City Electric(ACE)
MOA.
Please provide us with the Commission's proposed offset for this project so that we can move this issue
forward.
Best regards,
Pete
Peter J. Fontaine ~ Cozen O'Connor
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P Please consider the environment before printing this email.
Notice: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, we inform you that, unless expressly stated
otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is not intended or
written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may
be imposed by the internal Revenue Service.
Notice: This communication, including attachments, may contain information that is confidential and
protected by the attorney/client or other privileges. It constitutes non-public information intended to be
conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). If the reader or recipient of this communication is not the
intended recipient, an employee or agent of the intended recipient who is responsible for delivering it to
the intended recipient, or you believe that you have received this communication in error, please notify the
sender immediately by return e-mail and promptly delete this e-mail, including attachments without reading
or saving them in any manner. The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this
e-mail, including attachments, is prohibited and may be unlawful. Receipt by anyone other than the
intended recipients) is not a waiver of any attorney/client or other privilege.
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